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Whether your reason for installing access 
control systems is to track or control 
admission, or both, we can provide 
seamless integration to a variety of 
hardware, from turnstiles to hand-held 
wireless units. 

MaximCheckin links any device in real-time 
to the Maxim system. This allows you to 
monitor all entry and exit points, see the 
current capacity of areas/rooms/events, 
and watch peaks and troughs happening in 
real time. This assists with many business-
critical and operational aspects of the 
business, including health and safety 
audits, as well as monitoring staffing levels. 
The tracking of customer movements can 
also be helpful in re-arranging customer 
flow and the analysis of dwell times.

A host of functional and attractive turnstiles 
are available including glass, wood and 
steel, including ‘open’ turnstiles to make 
admission even simpler. Because the 
scanning process is so simple it ensures 
speed of entry and improves the visitor 
experience.

As an alternative to a physical barrier, users 
can carry wireless scanning units to check 
tickets. This allows for a more personable 
welcome, greater flexibility and reduced 
costs. 

The balance of offering 
a warm welcome and 
enforcing security at visitor 
attractions is sometimes 
a difficult one to achieve 
successfully.  

MaximCheckin ensures that both of 

these requirements are fully met. By 

design the system is user-friendly, 

unobtrusive and quick to use, 

ensuring the flow of visitors upon 

entry is uninterrupted and as fast as 

possible.

Operated by your team at the entry point, 
the scanner is used to read a ticket, which 
verifies its validity, signals its authenticity 
or refuses it for entry and records the 
access against the client/booking. Ticket 
information, including the address and 
customer photograph can also be displayed 
on the scanner allowing for a secondary 
verification check.

 
Since going live with 
TOR’s ticketing and 
booking system, 
our speed of service 
and customer 
satisfaction has 
significantly 
improved. The 
aftercare we have 
reveived has been 
second to none.
Rupert Stapleton, Acting 

Operations Manager, BBC


